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For the implementation of development measures for missile artillery weapons, an adaptive plan can become an important 
element in the planning system, which provides timely regulation of the military-purpose system. 

In order to plan activities for the development of missile and artillery weapons samples in the practice of the military-
defense system, it is necessary: 

have a trained unit for adaptive planning with defined rights and responsibilities, with the task of solving specific 
problems; 

direct their activities to specific organizations and institutions; 
to take advantage of the strengths of the military system and the capabilities of the environment for the development of 

missile-artillery weapons samples; 
to set specific terms for the implementation of activities (works); 
have stable security; 
to create a methodical device for adaptive planning, to train staff, to establish internal communication that would allow 

them to respond promptly to changes in the conditions of the situation, to exchange information and bring it to all relevant 
organizations and employees, coordinate their actions and have feedback. 

Taking into account the requirements and approaches to adaptive planning of the military system, a typical structure of an 
adaptive plan for the development of missile-artillery weapons designs is based on the principles of adaptive planning 
(management). In general, the structure of the adaptive plan allows management in conjunction with the ability to take into 
account changes in the external and internal environment, which may cause the need for adjusting the plan already in the 
process of its implementation. 

The identified requirements and the presented structure of an adaptive plan for the development of missile-artillery 
armament samples are typical (basic) ones, which in the final implementation for the developers of the adaptive plan need to be 
clarified and corrected. 
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The relevance of researching the characteristics of radar scattering of modern air objects by means of 
mathematical modeling methods is substantiated in the article. The modern level of development of computer 
technology allows us to solve this problem and to implement rather complicated methods of mathematical modeling 
of secondary radiation of air objects with the necessary accuracy for use in practice. The analysis of existing 
methods for the estimation of secondary emissions of airborne objects is carried out, which allow to achieve the set 
goal – to obtain characteristics of radar scattering model of Su-27 swing fighter. The advantages in this case are 
methods based on integral representations of classical electrodynamics and their short-wave asymptotics. The 
model of the surface of Su-27 aircraft is developed and the basic calculation correlations are based on which the 
numerical modelling method was developed. The results of calculating the characteristics of radar scattering 
(effective scattering surface, "incoherent" effective surface of scattering, average and median values of the effective 
scattering surface) of Su-27 aircraft for different irradiation frequencies of the probing signal are given. The 
obtained results can be used at the stage of modernization and design of promising domestic radar systems to 
estimate the possibilities of various constructive variants of systems considered for the identification, support and 
recognition of air objects of this type. In addition, using the results obtained with the help of the developed method 
of mathematical modeling, will optimize the design of promising domestic aircraft in order to reduce their radar 
visibility. The developed method allows to carry out numerical modeling of radar characteristics of air objects of 
different types with given polarizations, spatial and temporal frequency parameters of probing signals in interests of 
solving a wide range of applied radar tasks. 
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Introduction 
Problem statement. Army Aviation (Airborne 

Ground Forces) includes aeromobile equipment, which 
performs various tasks in the course of combat 
operations. The protection of such equipment and 
increasing its resistance to the radar impact of the 
enemy is an issue of the present day. 

The availability of data about the characteristics 
of the secondary radiation of the aircraft makes it 
possible to solve several practical problems of radar. 
On the one hand, to carry out a complex of measures 
for the formation of a positional area of units 
providing intelligence and combat information of the 
unit and subdivision of anti-aircraft missile troops. On 
the other hand, it is possible to receive information 
that allows us to identify areas of the surface of the 
object that make a dominant contribution to the inverse 
scattering of the object as a whole. It will provide an 
opportunity to estimate the effectiveness of non-
foreseeable measures to optimize the radar 
characteristics of both the entire object and its 
individual sections. 

There are two most well-known ways of 
obtaining radar information on air objects: physical 
(physical) experiments and mathematical modeling of 
secondary radiation of airborne objects. 

Each of the proposed methods involves certain 
difficulties. So, when carrying out natural (physical) 
experiments, huge colossal material, organizational 
and time costs are necessary. The main difficulties in 
mathematical modeling of secondary radiation of 
models of air objects are connected with the accuracy 
of the development of the model itself, the correctness 
of its mathematical description, and others. 

The modern level of development of computing 
technology allows to implement rather complicated 
methods of mathematical modeling of secondary 
radiation of air objects with the necessary accuracy for 
use in practice. 

Thus, the calculation of the scattering 
characteristics of modern airborne objects is an actual 
scientific task. 

Analysis of literature. Obtaining the scattering 
characteristics of air objects was carried out on the 
basis of previously established high-frequency 
methods of calculation [1, 2], but their general 
disadvantage is the lack of a comprehensive 
accounting of the totality of dominant factors. 

The method for calculating the effective reflective 
area (ERA) of an antenna system with a nose dielectric 
flow is proposed in [3-5]. The methods that allow to 
calculate the scattering characteristics of objects of 
complex geometric shape in a free space with a non-
ideally reflective surface are presented in [3-5]. 

The method which allows taking into account the 
reflection of an electromagnetic wave (EMW) between 
elements of a complex object is proposed in [6]. 

The methods [3-6] are based on the integral 
representations of classical electrodynamics (which 
can be obtained using the Lorentz lemma) and short-
wave asymptotes and allow us to obtain the results of 
the scattering characteristics of air objects with 
sufficient accuracy for practical application. 

The purpose of the article is to obtain radar 
characteristics (ERA, "incoherent" ERA, average and 
median values of ERA, distribution laws of the 
amplitude factor of the reflected signal) on the example 
of Su-27 swing fighter using the methods presented in 
[3-6]. 

Main part 
Su-27 is all-weather swing fighter (SF) of fourth-

generation (Fig. 1), designed to gain superiority in the 
air [7]. 

 
Fig. 1. Su-27 multirole fighter 

 
For  the  first  time,  the  aircraft  was  shown  at  the  

next air show in Le Bourget in 1989. The specialists 
were impressed by the promising design, ease of 
handling and the impressive aerodynamic qualities of 
this vehicle. A huge impression on the persons present 
was made by the acrobatic maneuver "cobra", when the 
aircraft suddenly throws its nose sharply, continuing to 
fly forward. At the same time, incidence angle 
increases, passes 90-degree mark and reaches 120 
degrees, so the aircraft flies "tail forward". 

This technique is not available to any other combat 
plane in the world. Specialists have indicated that 
dynamic braking can be used in air combat when targets 
are attacked from a disadvantage, for example, to launch 
missiles in the back hemisphere. High qualities of Su-27 
are highlighted in many articles published by the 
Western press. The aircraft is among the best combat 
planes in the world. The tactical advantage of Su-27 
over the modern F-15, F-16, F-18, Mirage-2000 and 
Rafal Western planes, which can not perform the 
acrobatic maneuver "cobra" was especially noticed. In 
fact, the combat plane, went beyond the boundary 
regimes of flight, which all Western constructors and 
air forces are dreaming of, was already in the hands of 
the Soviet Union [8]. 

1. Description of the modeling object and its 
surface model. In its design, Su-27 aircraft was 
designed in a normal aerodynamic scheme with a 
trapezoidal low midwing, two engines mounted under 
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trapezoidal low midwing, two engines mounted under 
the carcass and two-axle spacers spaced along the 
outer sides of the tail beam with a vertical tail surfaces. 
The fuselage is a semimonoconal construction 
integrally conjugate with the wing and is 
technologically divided into the following main parts, 
such as the main part with the cowling and the canopy 
of the pilot, the middle part with the brake flap and the 
gear doors, the tail section [8-14]. 

The specific characteristics of Su-27 are as 
follows: wingspan is 14.70 m, length is 21.935 m, 
height is 5.932 m, mass is 16300 … 30000 kg, engine 
type is bypass turbojet with afterburner duct of  
AL-31F, maximum speed is 2500 km/h, mission radius 
is 1370 … 3680 km, operating ceiling is 18500 m [8]. 

In accordance with the construction of Su-27, a 
model of its surface was constructed for the calculation 
of radar characteristics (RCs) (in particular, ERA). 

The surface model Su-27 SF is shown in Fig. 2 

 
Fig. 2. The surface model Su-27 SF 

 
The surface modeling was carried out in 

accordance with the methodology, which is given in [3-
6]. This methodology involves the partitioning of the 
surfaces, and the elements of the object are scattered 
into two groups: the smooth part of the surface and the 
edges of the local scattering areas, as well as the 
antenna system, which is located under the nose-
mounted dielectric radome. The smooth surface of the 
plane was approximated with the help of sections 60 of 
the three-axis ellipsoids. Surfaces were simulated using 
42 straight local scattering brittle areas. 

2. Basic calculation ratios. The main characteristic 
that defines the properties of the object reflects 
electromagnetic waves is ERA [3-6, 9]: 
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where R  is the distance from the object to the observer 
point;  

0p , p  is the polarization orts of the receiving 
and transmitting antennas, respectively; 

SE  is complex amplitude of the field, scattered in 
the direction of the point of reception of the signal; 

0E is complex amplitude of the field of flat 
monochromatic EMW, sounding object. 

It is assumed that the sounding is carried out by a 
flat monochromatic EMW of a unit amplitude with an 
ort of polarization and a direction of propagation 
characterized by an orthosis that falls to the surface of 
an object located in free space (Fig. 2): 
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where 0k  is  the  wave  number  in  the  free  space  
( 0k 2 ,  is  the  length  of  the  incident  
monochromatic wave), 0 , 0 is the absolute dielectric 
and magnetic permeability of the vacuum, x  is the 
radius vector of the point on the surface of the object. 
The field scattered by an object in a direction, by means 
of the Lorentz lemma, can be represented as [3-6]: 
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where E n E , H n H , E,H  is complete 

field; n  is unitary vector of the external normal to the 
surface of the integration, covers this object. 

The surface is selected so that it coincides with the 
surface of the object everywhere except the vicinity of 
the  fractures,  where  it  passes  through  the  toroidal  
surface of a circular section that is "tense" to the break. 

The surface can be represented as a sum 
1 0S S S , where 1S coincides with smooth sections of 

the surface, and 0S  is the collection of toroidal 
neighborhoods of the edges. Thus, the integral in (4) is 
the sum of integrals over the surfaces 1S  and 0S . 

The field, scattered by the smooth part of the 
surface of the object in the direction, can be represented 
as part of the expression (4): 
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The expression for the field scattered by the edge-
localized scattering regions can be represented as: 
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3. Radar characteristics of Su-27 SF model 
under different radiation frequencies (wavelengths). 
The calculation of the scattering characteristics of Su-27 
SF was carried out with the following parameters: 

- the angle of the sensing site is -3 degrees relative 
to the horizon plane (probing from the lower half-
sphere) 

- the step of changing the azimuth of the sensing is 
0.02 degrees, the azimuth is counted in degrees from the 
nose angle (0 degrees - sounding in the nose, 180 
degrees - sounding in the tail) 

- polarization is horizontal. 
The following EMWs are given: circular diagrams 

of ERA and "incoherent" ERA; the average and median 
values of instantaneous ERA for the main ranges of 
azimuth radiation (nose (0-45 degrees), side (45-135 
degrees), tail (135-180 degrees)), as well as mean and 
median values of instantaneous ERA for twenty-degree 
ranges of azimuth radiation . 

Under the median value of ERA in a particular 
sector of the angles of irradiation are understood to 
mean some random value of ERA, the probability of 
exceeding or not exceeding in the given sector of the 
angles is 0.5. 

Under "incoherent" ERO (IERO) is understood as 
the  sum  of  EROs  of  individual  parts  of  the  surface,  
which does not take into account mutual phase taper. 

The histograms of the amplitude factor of the 
reflected signal for different frequency of irradiation of 
the sounding signal are given. 

All of the listed characteristics are given for the 
case of joint reception 

3.1 RCs of Su-27 SF model at an radiation  
frequency of 10 GHz (wavelength is 3 cm) 

The circular diagram of ERA of Su-27 SF model is 
shown in fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. The circular diagram of ERA of  

Su-27 SF model 
 

The circular diagram of IERA of Su-27 SF 
model is shown in fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4 The circular diagram of IERA of  

Su-27 SF model 
 
The  average  value  of  ERA  of  Su-27  SF  model  is  

83.04 m2. The circular median value of ERA (values of 
ERA used in calculations of aircraft detection range 
with a probability of 0.5) is 2.06 m2. 

The average and median values of ERA for the 
main ranges of radiation azimuth (nose, side, tail) are 
shown in fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The average and median values of ERA for the 

main ranges of radiation azimuth (nose, side, tail) 

The averageve and median values of ERAs for 
ranges of 20 degrees are shown in fig 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6.The average and median values of ERA  
for twenty-degree ranges of radiation azimuth 
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3.2 RCs of Su-27 SF model at an radiation 
frequency of 1 GHz (wavelength is 30 cm) 

The circular diagram of ERA of Su-27 SF model is 
shown in fig. 7. 

 

 
Fig. 7. The circular diagram of ERA  

of Su-27 SF model 
 

The circular diagram of IERA of Su-27 SF model 
is shown in fig. 8. 

 

 
Fig. 8. The circular diagram of IERA of   

Su-27 SF model 
 

The  average  value  of  ERA  of  Su-27  SF  model  is  
58.92 m2; the circular median value of ERA is 2.51 m2. 

The average and median values of ERA for the 
main ranges of radiation azimuth (nose, side, tail) are 
shown in fig. 9. 

 

 
Fig. 9. The average and median values of ERA for the 

main ranges of radiation azimuth  
(nose, side, tail) 

 

The average and median values of ERA for ranges 
of 20 degrees are shown in fig. 10. 

 

 
Fig. 10. The average and medium values of ERA for 

twenty-degree ranges of radiation azimuth  
 

3.3 RCs of Su-27 SF model with a frequency of 
166 MHz (wavelength is 1.8 m) 

The circular diagram of ERA of Su-27 SF model is 
shown in fig. 11. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. The circular diagram of ERA  
of Su-27 SF model 

 

The circular diagram of IERA of Su-27 SF 
model is shown in fig. 12. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. The circular diagram of IERA  
of Su-27 SF model 

 
The  average  value  of  ERA  of  Su-27  SF  model  is  

70.02 m2; the circular median value of ERA is 9.45 m2. 
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The average and median values of ERA for the 
main ranges of radiation azimuth (nose, side, tail) are 
shown in fig. 13. 

 

 
Fig. 13. The average and medium values of ERA for the 

main ranges of radiation azimuth  
(nose, side, tail) 

 
The average and median values of ERA for the 20 

degree ranges are shown in fig. 14. 
 

 
Fig. 14. The average and medium values of ERA  
for twenty-degree ranges of radiation azimuth  

Conclusions 
The analysis of the methods for calculating the 

characteristics of scattering of air objects was carried 
out and the necessity of obtaining a priori information 
about their radar characteristics was determined in the 
article. 

The geometric model Su-27 SF was constructed. 
During the simulation, the preliminary breakdown 

of the object was made on the smooth and edgel areas of 
the surface. 

On  the  basis  of  high-frequency  methods  for  the  
assessment of secondary radiation of aerodynamic 
district objects, results of simulation of the secondary 
radiation characteristics of the model of Su-27 aircraft 
during the probing from the bottom of the hemisphere (-
3 deg) for the radar frequencies of the antiaircraft 
missileand radio troops and their analysis were carried 
out. 

The obtained data show that the average ERAs of 
given  model  of  the  aircraft  are  in  the  range  of   
58 ... 83 m2, depending on the frequency of the probing 
signal. The histograms of the amplitude factor of the 

reflected signal for different frequency of radiation of 
the probe signal are given, they can allow to perform a 
number of practical tasks connected with simulation of 
the air environment. 

The  obtained  results  can  be  used  at  the  stage  of  
modernization of existing and designing of  promising 
domestic radar systems in order to estimate the possi-
bilities of various constructed variants of the systems 
under consideration for the identification, maintenance 
and recognition of air-type objects of this type. 

In addition, the use of results obtained through the 
developed method of mathematical modeling, will 
optimize the design of promising domestic aircraft in 
order to reduce their radiolocation capacity. The 
developed method allows to carry out numerical 
simulation of radar characteristics of different type 
objects at given polarization, space and temporal-
frequency parameters of probing signals in the interests 
of solving a wide range of applied radar problems. 
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